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1 Executive Summary 

1.1 The London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC) has commissioned this report to inform the 

Infrastructure Delivery Plan. It was produced by Quod with input from the Greater London 

Authority (GLA), the London Borough of Hackney (LBH), the London Borough of Newham (LBN), the 

London Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH) and the London Borough of Waltham Forest (LBWF).    

1.2 The brief for this study was to undertake a mapping exercise to cover all existing and planned 

schools in and around the LLDC area. This study reviews the projected demand for school places 

arising from the development of the LLDC area over the plan period. This includes reviewing 

previous work undertaken to model the level of demand arising from development, along with an 

assessment of various population modelling methodologies and pupil forecasting.  

1.3 LLDC’s area covers an opportunity area which will experience high levels of population growth over 

the plan period. Therefore it is imperative that infrastructure is delivered at an appropriate scale 

and in line with demand as it comes forward.  

1.4 The structure of this report firstly looks at existing provision within a one mile radius of the LLDC 

boundary and then goes on to look a new and planned provision. This includes proposals for new 

free schools coming forward and sites which have been allocated by the boroughs as being suitable 

for delivering new schools.  

1.5 In total there are 79 established schools within the study area including, primary, secondary and 

sixth forms. The majority of these schools are operating at close to capacity. Some of these schools 

have recently expanded and others may be capable for further expansion, however this process 

needs to be managed by the relevant local authorities in negotiation with the individual schools.  

1.6 Three new free schools have opened within the study area recently and are currently admitting 

new pupils each year until they are fully open. An additional three schools (one all through school 

and two secondary schools) are due to open in September 2013. 

1.7 A number of proposals for new free schools have been proposed within this area. However many of 

which have not yet progressed to the stage of securing sites, therefore it is not yet known if these 

proposed schools could serve the LLDC Area.  
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1.8 The next stage of this study looks at the methodology of pupil forecasting to determine the level of 

demand and timing of infrastructure required.  

1.9 URS produced child yield forecasting, assessing the impact of the development of 20,000 homes 

within the LLDC area. A mix of housing types were assessed ranging from family housing to higher 

density flatted developments. It was assumed that 35% affordable housing would be applied. This 

resulted in a projection on 4,096 primary school aged children and 2,254 secondary school aged 

children by 2031.  

1.10 This study examines these projections and looks at borough-level forecasts as background context. 

It then compares the model used for the draft IDP with other alternative models, and presents an 

alternative scenario based on the GLA’s child yield model. Finally it considers some of the other 

factors that might affect child yield and demand for schools in the LLDC area. 

1.11 Borough level forecasting is published by the Department for Education based on information 

provided by the individual boroughs which includes assumptions on housing growth. This 

forecasting illustrates that demand for school places, both at primary and secondary level is rising 

above the current level of provision. It is difficult to decipher what proportion of this growth is 

attributed to housing growth within the LLDC area.  

1.12 Development level forecasts apply specific child yield characteristics for each type of unit varied by 

size and tenure to planned development. This study looks at a number of different development 

level forecasts and compares the sources and results of each. These include the; 

 URS model 

 Newham model 

 Tower Hamlets model    

 Hackney model 

 Waltham Forest model 

 GLA model 

 Wandsworth model 

 Quod model 
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1.13 This comparison found that the URS model yields pupil projections which were at the higher end of 

the scale compared to the other modelling methodologies tested. This therefore presents a “worst 

case” or “upper limit” scenario. The GLA model provides an alternative “central” case against which 

demand can be projected, considering the upper band as a sensitivity test. This approach finds that 

the initial pupil projections are approximately 20% higher than this central case.  

1.14 In assessing demand for school places from new housing, consideration needs to be given to the 

relationship between gross and net demand. A number of potential factors affect the uncertainty of 

forecasts. These include, cross boundary movement of children traveling to other boroughs for 

school, children who are privately educated and children moving into new housing who already 

attend schools within the borough. These factors vary the proportion of children expected to 

occupy new housing which will create net additional demand for school places.  

1.15 Further to this, caution must be applied to the use of forecasting methodologies which are based 

on past occupation characteristics of new housing, and changes to birth rates cannot be reliably 

forecast. The recent increase in the birth rate was not predicted, and conversely it may not be 

accurate to assume this will continue going forward.  

1.16 Changes to the housing mix and phasing of the housing within the LLDC area will have a significant 

impact on the level and timing of demand coming forward. The modelling has illustrated the 

highest proportion of children are predicted to come from the family housing and social rented 

housing.  

1.17 If the level of affordable housing and family housing delivered in the future be lower than that 

modelled, the demand for school places could be significantly lower than currently projected.  

1.18 Therefore it is recommending that school place planning remains a live process over the plan 

period. The LLDC and the four boroughs along with the GLA will need to have a flexible approach to 

the delivery of school places. Provision will need to be able to respond to changes in the level and 

characteristics of development coming forward with respect to proposals for new free schools and 

competing demand arising within the wider area of each of the four boroughs.  
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2 Mapping local schools  

Existing Provision  

2.1 In order to assess the impact of development within the LLDC area on education facilities, a 

baseline was established to determine the level of existing provision. A study area of a one mile 

radius from the LLDC boundary was set and existing schools in this area were mapped using 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Please refer to Figure 3. 

2.2 The mapping exercise looks at the existing schools within the study area which is spread across the 

London Borough of Hackney (LBH), London Borough of Newham (LBN), London Borough of Tower 

Hamlets (LBTH) and the London Borough of Waltham Forest (LBWF).  

2.3 A total of 79 schools were identified including one infant school, two junior schools, 55 primary 

schools (including community schools, voluntary aided schools, and an independent school) two all-

through schools, 17 secondary schools (five of which have sixth forms), and one collage/ sixth form. 

2.4 Table A1 in Appendix 1 sets out the full detail of these existing schools including; 

 School name and location 

 Type of establishment 

 Public admission numbers  

 Number on roll (Annual Schools Census 2012)   

2.5 Primary school rolls are rising across London, and schools within this area are generally operating 

close to their capacity.  

2.6 Some schools may have the potential to expand to create additional capacity. Expansion of existing 

schools could be achieved by introducing bulge classes allowing an additional form of entry (30 

places) for one year group when demand at reception level is particularly high. This bulge class then 

moves up through the years as this year group progresses. This type of temporary expansion is 

common among primary schools. Permanent expansion can be delivered by increasing the public 

admissions number at reception by an additional form of entry and maintaining this each year at 

reception level. This generally involved physical expansion of the school building.  
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2.7 Each individual education authority (together with school governors and leadership teams) will 

determine where expansion is required and whether this is possible within the existing premises.  

2.8 There are two established primary schools within the LLDC boundary, Gainsborough Primary and 

Carpenters Primary. Both of these schools have recently expanded from 2FE to 3FE.  

2.9 Gainsborough Primary School occupies a Victorian purpose built school building. It is located on 

Berkshire Road in Hackney Wick in the London Borough of Hackney. This school has recently 

expanded from a 2FE to a 3FE school. The site is surrounded by residential uses to the south, north 

and west and the Lea Navigation to the east. The school has good sized school playground areas 

around the building. The site area is approximately 0.6 ha.  

Figure 1: Gainsborough Primary Approximate School Site Area (LBH) 

 

2.10 Carpenters Primary School is located on Friendship Way in Stratford in LBN. This is a single story 

primary school on a site of approximately 1ha.  
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New & Planned Provision  

2.11 Changes to the way in which school provision is delivered, following the Academies Act 2010 and 

the Education Act 2011, has meant that Local Authorities have less control in the delivery of new 

Schools. Academies and Free school are state funded school which are run by separate bodies. The 

local authorities can only proposed a traditional community school if no suitable proposal for an 

Academy or Free school is put forward to the Department for Education.  

2.12 Local Authorities, however, still have a statutory duty to ensure there are sufficient places for 

children living in their boroughs. This, therefore, complicates the relationship between school 

planning and delivery.  

2.13 This study has looked a new schools which are planned to open in the study area, new free schools 

which have recently opened or are proposed to open and sites which have been allocated by the 

boroughs as being suitable for school delivery. Refer to Figure 4.  

Figure 2: Carpenters School Approximate Site Area 
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2.14 Table A2 in Appendix 1 sets out the current status of new schools which have been recently opened 

and new planned provision.   

2.15 Chobham Academy is due to open in September 2013. This all-through academy offers a total of 

1,800 students including nursery, primary, secondary and sixth form. This Academy will be 

operated by the Harris Federation, sponsored by Lend Lease Group.  

2.16 School 21 is a new free school which opened in September 2012. Located on Rokeby Street in 

Stratford it is admitting 75 pupils into reception and year 7, admitting an additional year into the 

primary and secondary until fully open. The school will move to a new building on Pitchford Street 

once completed.  

2.17 CET Free school is a 2 FE primary school which opened in 2012 in temporary accommodation in the 

Kirtland Centre. Its permanent premises will be on Solebay Street.   

2.18 The London Academy of Excellence is a sixth form which opened in 2010 on Stratford High Street. 

This free school academy admits 220 pupils.  

2.19 The East London Science School is a new secondary free school which is due to open in September 

2013. It will be temporarily located on Three Mill Lane. This school will admit 120 pupils into year 7.  

2.20 Hackney Free School is due to open in September 2013 in temporary accommodation on Downham 

Road before moving into its permanent premises on Kingland Road in 2014. This secondary free 

school will admit 100 pupils into year 7.  

2.21 In addition to these new and proposed schools, proposals for a number of free schools have been 

made. These schools are due to open post 2014 and most of which haven’t not yet confirmed the 

location of their school buildings. These schools have been considered within this study as they are 

within the four boroughs. These include: 

 Tower Science Academy – Primary 

 Walthamstow Primary Academy – Primary 

 The Olive School – Primary 

 East London Free School – All-through  
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 Oasis Academy Silvertown – Secondary 

 London Enterprise Academy – Secondary   

 Oasis Community school Walthamstow – Secondary 

 Waltham Forest Leadership Academy for Girls – Secondary 

 Ideas College – Upper School 

 East London Academy of Music – 6th form 

 DV8 Academy – 6th form 

2.22 Through their Site Allocations Documents and their Development Plan Documents the boroughs 

have allocated a number of sites as being suitable for the delivery of new schools. These are 

illustrated in Figure 4. Within the LLDC boundary two sites have been allocated for primary schools 

and one for a secondary school.  
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Figure 3: Existing School 
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Figure 4: New & Proposed School 
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3 Forecasting school rolls 

Introduction 

3.1 A first round of child yield forecasting has been produced for LLDC Planning Policy and Decisions 

Team by URS, to forecast the number of school aged children from more than 20,000 homes that 

could be built in the LLDC area. This forecasting was undertaken to inform the planning applications 

for the area. This assessment involved the host boroughs and the GLA. Sites were allocated across 

the following typology: 

 “Family” areas (based on the LCS housing mix) 

 “Mid/average” areas (based on the Sugar House Lane mix)  

 “Urban/dense” areas (using the Manhattan Lofts mix as a model)  

 Stratford City was treated as a “bespoke” mix 

 

3.2 For each a tenure mix has been assumed of 65% private, 10% intermediate, and 25% social rented. 

3.3 This produced an estimate of 4,096 primary school aged children and 2,254 secondary school aged 

children by 2031. 

3.4 The purpose of this chapter is to help refine these forecasts with additional evidence. Firstly it looks 

at the existing borough-level forecasts as background context. Then it compares the model used for 

the draft IDP with other alternative models, and presents an alternative scenario based on the 

GLA’s child yield model. Finally it considers some of the other factors that might affect child yield 

and demand for schools in the LLDC area. 

Borough-level forecasts 

3.5 School demand and provision in the LLDC area cannot be divorced from that in the wider four 

borough area. All have rising school rolls, limited surplus capacity, and plans for new or expanded 

schools. 

3.6 The forecasts in Figure 5 are published by the Department for Education, but are based on 

information collected from the local authorities themselves. Each borough uses their own 
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forecasting methodology, and the extent to which they will have taken account of housing growth 

(including in the LLDC area) will vary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7 These forecasts show growth across the four boroughs of 20,843 additional primary aged pupils 

over five years. While Hackney has relatively small constraints on capacity at a borough level, DfE 

data suggests that a significant proportion of the predicted shortfall in school places will be in the 

Kings Park/Wick area, closest to the LLDC (possibly because of assumptions made about housing 

growth). 

3.8 Five year forecasts for schools are generally fairly accurate, as they are based on recent birth data 

in the area, although lower housing delivery could alter some of the assumptions. Beyond five years 

forecasts for primary school rolls are forced to make more speculative assumptions about future 

demographics. 

Figure 5 Borough-level primary school forecasts against current capacity 
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3.9 The dotted line represents current capacity in schools, and the forecasts show primary school rolls 

exceeding current capacity by 16,877 places in five years. In practice all of the boroughs have plans 

for increased capacity through expansions and new schools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.10 The secondary school forecasts show slightly slower growth, of 18,359 additional pupils over 7 

years. This takes rolls to 20,609 above current official capacity of schools. 

3.11 Given the uncertainty in forecasting, and the potential double-counting of housing growth in the 

LLDC area, and in the borough forecasts, it is difficult to draw firm quantitative conclusions for the 

LLDC from these forecasts. However it is clear that rolls are rising, and surplus capacity is limited.  

Development-level Forecasts – comparison of models 

3.12 Borough-wide school roll forecasts are usually based on “cohort” demographic models, using 

school rolls, births data and projections, and either explicit or implicit assumptions on migration 

and housebuilding. By contrast for individual new housing developments a different “child yield 

Figure 6: Borough-level secondary school forecasts against current capacity 
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model” approach is usually used to assess demand generated, for example during S106 

negotiations. 

3.13 These models assume a particular number and age profile of children for different types of home – 

flats/houses, private/affordable – and different sizes, in terms of number of bedrooms. 

3.14 This is the approach used by URS in modelling infrastructure demand for the LLDC IDP. A set of child 

yields have been applied to a range of development types (family/mid/urban), and then 

assumptions have been made about how much of each of these types of development the LLDC 

area will see in future. 

3.15 There is no universally accepted set of yields and so as a sensitivity test we have taken two sample 

schemes and modelled them with a range of yields to illustrate how the outputs of the model used 

by URS for the LLDC Infrastructure Development Plan compares. 

3.16 The models used, and their origins, are set out below. They include the model used by URS in work 

for the LLDC, models used by the four boroughs, and three other models very widely used in 

London. 

URS model 

3.17 The approach used by URS in the draft IDP is based on a paper published by the GLA Intelligence 

Unit (Olympic LCS Population Yield, 29th February 2012). This in turn presents information provided 

to the GLA by the boroughs themselves. The affordable and intermediate yields are based on the 

CORE lettings/sales data, while the private housing yields are based on information from a study of 

Leabridge Ward in Hackney, using “Mayhew” data – which uses administrative information such as 

electoral rolls and GP registrations. 

Newham model 

3.18 A spreadsheet model that has been used for some years by LBN in negotiations on S106 for new 

development. Total child yields are based on Wandsworth’s 2004 survey, although the age 

breakdown within this does not distinguish between unit types.  

Tower Hamlets model 
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3.19 A published methodology used by LBTH in S106 negotiations. Yields for Flats come from Tower 

Hamlets’ 2008 New Housing Development Survey, for market houses it uses data from Census 

2001, for affordable and intermediate houses it uses CORE data. 

Hackney model 

3.20 This model is published in the Planning Contributions SPD amendments annex. The source is given 

as the LB Hackney Child Yield Review Final Report 2009, and work by EDAW. 

Waltham Forest model 

3.21 This is published in the 2008 Planning Obligations SPD, source unknown. Unlike the other models, 

this makes no distinction between tenures, or between houses and flats, 

GLA model 

3.22 The official GLA model is published for purposes of assessing playspace requirements of new 

development. Private and intermediate yields are based on the Wandsworth survey, while social 

rented yields use the 2004 London and Sub-Regional Strategy Support Studies. 

Wandsworth model 

3.23 The Wandsworth model is based on surveys of new housing in the borough, because of the detail 

and scale of the survey the results have been widely used elsewhere in London. There are two 

versions, one based on the a 2004 survey of new homes (“initial yield”), and one on a 2007 re-

survey of the same homes as they matured (“yield over time”). 

Quod model 

3.24 Originally developed by Hunt Dobson Stringer, and used on many of the largest developments in 

London. It uses CORE data for social rented homes and the Wandsworth survey for private 

dwellings. 

3.25 To compare outputs, these nine models (including the two variants of the Wandsworth model) 

have been applied to two different development schedules. Firstly the LCS scheme, which the URS 

IDP study labels a “family” typology because of the relatively large proportion of houses and larger 

flats. Secondly to test the opposite end of the spectrum of development, the Manhattan Lofts unit 

schedule was used, which is entirely private flats. The URS work also used this development as the 
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model for an “urban” typology, although it applied a policy-compliant tenure mix of  65:10:25 

rather than the actual proposed 100% private scheme. 

3.26 The models show a wide range of variation and because of the generally poor availability of 

borough level data to inform these models, most of this variation is due to methodological 

differences rather than reflecting actual differences in the yields that would be expected in 

different boroughs. Previous research has shown that within London the majority of the difference 

in child yields between boroughs is explained by different housing mixes, as well as in some cases 

different ethnic mixes. 

Figure 7: Comparisons of child yield models on "family typology" scheme 
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Figure 8: Comparisons of child yield models on "urban typology" scheme 

 

3.27 For both the family and urban scheme, the URS model produces yields that are at or close to the 

top of the range, for both primary and secondary children. The yields for social rented homes are a 

little higher than most models, whereas the private yields are significantly higher. 

3.28 This is shown particularly starkly for the urban typology, which here is entirely private. The URS 

model and Waltham Forest’s appear to be outliers. In the latter case, this is because it does not 

differentiate between tenures or between flats and houses. While this may be a reasonable 

assumption for many areas of Waltham Forest, it produces poor predictions when applied to a 

scheme like the Stratford Manhattan Lofts which have been assessed to present an extreme case. 

3.29 It is important to recognise that there are great uncertainties in child yield modelling, and no single 

approach is definitively the best. The approach used by URS is not an unreasonable one, being 

based on work with the GLA Intelligence Unit. However these case studies show that the resulting 

yields are high compared to most other commonly used approaches. Therefore there is a significant 

risk that it may be over-estimating the number of children likely to arise from developments in the 

LLDC area. 

3.30 This conclusion is backed up by the GLA paper on which the URS model is based, which states that 

these yields can be used to establish “the most likely maximum child and population yields” from 
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new housing in the LCS and adjacent sites (emphasis added). The GLA IU also notes that the 

boroughs agreed these yields “should be used in population calculations as a reasonable upper 

band”. The same paper also puts forward the Wandsworth model as a possible alternative 

approach. 

An alternative “central” modelling scenario 

3.31 The previous section looks at how various child yield models differ. This section takes one of those 

models and applies it to the whole LLDC area to produce an alternative “central” scenario, to go 

alongside the existing “upper band” forecasts. 

3.32 We have chosen the GLA model because it has some basis in policy (through the playspace SPG), is 

based on reasonable sources, it has a sound  methodology, is widely used, and as shown in the 

previous section it produces results that are in the middle of the range of models, rather than an 

outlier. We have used exactly the same number, size and tenure mix of units as the URS modelling, 

the only difference is the child yields applied. 

Table 1: Comparison of new “central” child yield forecast with “upper band” forecast in IDP 

 Primary school children Secondary school children 

URS model in draft IDP (“upper band”) 4,096 2,225 

GLA model from Play SPG (“central forecast”) 3,326 1,850 

 

3.33 This suggests that the model previously used presents an upper limit to the child yield range from 

the LLDC area by a little more than 20%. 

3.34 Not surprisingly, a large proportion of the children in this modelling come from the areas expected 

to be “family” housing, including Chobham Farm, the Legacy Community Scheme area (excluding 

PDZ 4 & 5) and an allowance for windfall sites. These account for 39% of the total predicted 

housing, but 60% of the children. 

3.35 Less obviously, the social rented housing in the assumed final mix is an even stronger driver of child 

yield. A policy-compliant 25% social-rented housing would account for 67% of the primary school 

children and 86% of the secondary school children, according to this modelling. 
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Other factors that could affect forecasts 

3.36 Any forecast is subject to uncertainty and many factors will affect the outcome. This section looks 

at some of those uncertainties, and any evidence that might help quantify them. It also looks at 

factors that affect the difference between the gross number of children in new housing and the net 

demand for new school places. 

Cross boundary movement 

3.37 At secondary school there is considerable cross-boundary movement with many pupils attending a 

school in a different borough. This can be the result of capacity constraints in the “exporting” 

borough, or for other reasons, including perceived quality of specific schools, or simply the effect of 

natural catchments of schools near the boundary between boroughs. 

 

Table 2: Cross-boundary movement of secondary school pupils (DfE, 2012) 

 Resident Pupils Pupils on Roll Net Export 

(Import) 

Main direction of export 

Newham 18,439 17,987 452 To Tower Hamlets, Redbridge, 

Waltham Forest 

Tower Hamlets 11,948 12,638 (690) From Hackney, Newham 

Hackney 10,812 9,037 1,775 To Islington, Tower Hamlets, 

Haringey, Waltham Forest 

Waltham Forest 14,708 13,784 924 To Redbridge, Newham 

Total 55,907 53,446 2,461 To Islington, Redbridge 

 

3.38 Taking together the balancing effect of importing and exporting children, the net effect is around 

4.4% of resident children going outside the four boroughs for secondary schooling, mainly in 

Islington and Redbridge. At primary school level cross boundary movements are much less 

significant, and the net effect on the four boroughs is an export of just 0.7% of resident pupils. 
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3.39 New high profile schools (such as Chobham Academy) can attract applications from children who 

live some distance away, and the admissions policies of some schools can also be designed to allow 

a proportion of children from further afield. 

3.40 In practice many of the children attending schools in the LLDC area (particularly secondary schools) 

will be likely to live outside that area, and likewise there will be children living in the LLDC area who 

attend schools elsewhere. However, given the location of the LLDC at the middle of this four-

borough area, this is largely likely to be a transfer within the four boroughs, rather than more 

widely. It is not possible to say whether the LLDC area will be a net importer or exporter of children, 

and this will largely depend on whether capacity exceeds or falls short of demand. 

 

Private education 

3.41 Demand for state-funded schools is affected by the number of pupils that attend independent 

schools instead.  

3.42 There is little publicly-available data on independent schools and it is mainly based on borough of 

schooling rather than borough of residence, and covers primary and secondary aged children. Just 

over 10% of all children at school in London are in private schools, but this varies greatly by area. 

Table 3: Independent school rolls, by borough of school (DfE, 2012) 

Borough Total children Independent schools % independent 

Newham 55,228 1,115 2% 

Tower Hamlets 42,188 1,974 5% 

Hackney 36,725 7,026 19% 

Waltham Forest 42,140 2,062 5% 

4-borough total 12,177 176,281 7% 
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3.43 The high figure for Hackney partly reflects a significant number of small private religious schools. It 

is not possible from the data to say whether the pupils attending these schools are mostly local or 

are travelling there from other boroughs. The data does not separate primary and secondary 

schooling, but typically rates of private education are slightly higher for older children than younger 

ones. 

3.44 We can’t know what proportion of children in the LLDC area will attend private schools. Many local 

authorities (including Newham, Waltham Forest and Tower Hamlets) use a standard London-wide 

average of 10% at both primary and secondary level. In the absence of other evidence the 7% 

average for the four boroughs in Table 3 above is a reasonable working assumption. 

Net population gain in social housing 

3.45 New development does not “create” children, but attracts population from elsewhere. In some 

cases this will be from relatively nearby, and so some of the children in any new development may 

actually already live locally and have existing places in local schools. In this case they are not 

directly adding to demand in the local school system. 

3.46 This is particularly likely to be the case for social rented homes, as a proportion will be allocated to 

local people on the housing needs register. Given the priority given to families in housing need, 

these households can account for a significant proportion of the school aged children in new 

developments. The modelling described above suggested three quarters of school children in new 

homes in the LLDC area could be in social rented homes. 

3.47 In practice, the existing local homes that they move from will be “backfilled” by new households, 

who could be new to the area. However on average the number of children backfilling their old 

homes is likely to be lower, because many will be being re-housed specifically because their 

previous accommodation was unsuitable for their family. 

3.48 This effect is very difficult to measure, and most local authorities use a broad percentage 

assumption to approximate it. For example Hackney discounts social rented yields by 80% and 

intermediate yields by 62%, based on a study of local take-up of housing. 

3.49 Perhaps the most detailed attempt to account for the “backfilling” effect was the model 

development for the Healthy Urban Development Unit by Aecom (HUDU Planning Contributions 

Guidance Note, 2009). This estimated that after allowing for people moving into the homes 
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vacated, the “net population gain” for new affordable housing in London was 55% (ie a 45% 

discount on gross population yields). 

3.50 The same research also suggested a discount of 18% for market housing, however we are not 

aware of any local authority in London that applies a “net population gain” effect to market 

housing. In any case, given the scale of the development and change here, it may be that the 

market housing draws people from a wider than normal area, reducing this discount significantly. 

3.51 The same may also be true to some extent for social rented housing, although given the importance 

of local housing list allocation (the four boroughs have around 75,000 households on their waiting 

lists) a very large number of the affordable housing tenants can still be expected to be local. 

3.52 The four boroughs cover a wide area, and so “local” in terms of housing lists may not be very local 

in terms of school catchments, particularly for primary schools. In this case some parents will still 

move their children to a new school in the LLDC area, rather than travel with their children back to 

a school on the other side of the borough. However changes in demand between school 

catchments can “ripple” across a wider area in response to such moves. 

Changes in occupation patterns 

3.53 Demographic forecasts typically use past data to project trends into the future. This is can be 

accurate in the short term, but over longer periods it means that major turning points are missed. 

Existing demographic forecasts all failed to predict the increase in births that occurred over the last 

decade, and they are unable to tell us when or whether this higher birthrate will reverse. 

3.54 The most widely accepted child yield models in use in London are based on either the 2004 

Wandsworth survey, or on past CORE lettings data. This raises the question of whether patterns of 

occupation may have changed since then. 

3.55 Various factors, including the rise in births, house prices, the recession and problems with the 

housing market, could potentially mean more families living in higher density housing. The best 

source to understand if this has happened will be the 2011 Census. Unfortunately detailed data by 

housing size, type and tenure has not yet been released. 
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3.56 At the moment, the best available data from the Census is aggregate information on how the 

number of children, and number of children per dwelling, have changed. This is shown in Table 4 

below. 

Table 4 Change in numbers of children between 2001 and 2011 (Census) 

 Increase in school-aged children Increase in all children under 16 

  Total number Number per dwelling Total number Number per dwelling 

Hackney 3.9% -10.3% 7.8% -6.9% 

Newham 3.0% -6.4% 9.5% -0.5% 

Tower Hamlets 4.5% -19.9% 11.7% -14.4% 

Waltham Forest 9.8% 3.2% 17.6% 10.6% 

All London 6.8% -1.1% 12.2% 3.9% 

4 LLDC boroughs 5.1% -8.7% 11.5% -3.2% 

 

3.57 This shows that for the four boroughs, the total number of children rose by 11.5%, with school-

aged children rising about half as much (5.1%). In absolute terms this is a large increase in the 

number of children which the boroughs have had to cater for in the school system, however the 

number of homes in the four boroughs has increased even faster. This means that the number of 

children per dwelling has actually fallen by 3.2%, and the number of school aged children per 

dwelling fell by 8.7%. 

3.58 There are a number of possible explanations for this, and it is likely that new housing is 

disproportionately non-family homes (eg private apartments) compared to the existing housing 

stock. However it means that at present there is no evidence from the Census to indicate that child 

yields are rising, The existing child yield models therefore remain the best available source for now. 

The future mix of new homes 

3.59 Perhaps the biggest uncertainty in forecasting demand for schools from the LLDC area 

developments comes from the mix of homes, as well as the number and pace of delivery which will 

depend on market factors outside the control of LLDC. 
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3.60 The modelling above showed that the large majority of the school aged children came from social 

rented dwellings and from family housing, any changes in the eventual proportion of these will 

disproportionately affect the number of children. 

3.61 Market pressures are currently for more high density apartments than lower density family 

housing, and if this pressure affects the eventual balance of development in the LLDC area it would 

be likely to both reduce the number of children, and shift the age profile more towards younger 

children – pre-school or primary rather than secondary. 

3.62 The IDP assumes a policy-compliant mix of 35% affordable housing, split 70:30 in favour of social 

rented housing. The record of the four boroughs in delivering affordable homes is relatively good, 

and the London Plan Monitoring Report 2011/12 (published March 2013) found that over the 

previous three years they had achieved 40% affordable housing completions (against a target of 

50%), and in the most recent data the split was around 70:30 social/intermediate. 

3.63 However, this was during a period when housing grant was still available. With HCA grant cut, there 

is a significant risk that even the lower 35% target will be difficult to achieve. Viability of recent 

schemes in London has been challenging, and some schemes have been permitted with low levels 

of affordable housing. 

3.64 If market conditions improve, then the policy compliant mix assumed in the IDP could be achieved. 

However, there is a risk that the outcome could be a lower percentage of affordable housing than 

currently planned. 

3.65 Both of these factors (fewer family houses, or less social housing) would act to reduce school aged 

children, and so the risks to school demand forecasts may be on the downside, with a significant 

chance that the eventual mix of units could be one that attracts a smaller number of children to the 

LCS area. 

3.66 As an illustration we have repeated the GLA model “central scenario” with the same number of 

homes but a different mix. This assumes “family” housing forms only 29% (rather than 39%) of the 

total development, with correspondingly more “urban” type housing, and that the 35% affordable 

housing is split 20%:15% between social and intermediate, rather than 25%:10%.  
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3.67 The result is shows in Table 5 below, with child yields more than 25% lower – due roughly equally 

to the reduced family housing and the reduced social rented.  

 
Table 5: Comparison of new “central” child yield forecast with “upper band” forecast in IDP 

 Primary school children Secondary school children 

URS model in draft IDP (“upper band”) 4,096 2,254 

GLA model from Play SPG (“central forecast”) 3,326 1,850 

Sensitivity Test (Lower proportion of social 

rented and family housing) 

2,529 1,319 

 

3.68 This is not intended to be a prediction, only a sensitivity test, and it is impossible to know how the 

next 20 years of development will end up. However it illustrates the degree of uncertainty, and the 

sensitivity of the forecasts to the assumptions made. 

3.69 Over the plan period, as the new housing is occupied, some clarification could arise as to how the 

area is evolving in terms of household characterises and child yield. The LCS planning permission 

includes a population review mechanism for each Zonal Masterplan. This will rely on new data as it 

becomes available which would include post occupancy surveys for the completed and occupied 

schemes.  
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4 Conclusions 

4.1 School across London, including the four boroughs are experiencing increased demand for school 

places. Changes to the way in which education provision is delivered has complicated the process of 

school place planning. However, in turn increased flexibility allows for new schools to be delivered 

in new innovative ways.  

4.2 Existing established schools within the surrounding area as close to capacity, however there is some 

scope for expansion within the existing schools. There are a number of new schools which have 

opened or are due to open in September 2013 or 2014. These will increase the level of capacity 

available at both primary and secondary level available for new residents of developments within 

the LLDC area, although much of this will be taken up by demand from the background population 

growth, rather than from new housing 

4.3 Proposals for a number of new free schools looking to locate in this area are currently being 

processed by the Department for Education. New applications will need to be carefully monitored 

going forward as new proposals are announced.  

4.4 There can be no certainty in demographic projections, and so any forecasts should be regarded in 

terms of the balance of risks on either side. The only way in which policy and planning can 

appropriately deal with these uncertainties is to prepare a range of options for delivery of new 

schools, to allow a quick response, while closely monitoring outcomes on an ongoing basis to give 

the earliest possible warning of demand. 

4.5 That said we have a number of observations and recommendations on the forecasting used in the 

IDP. 

 Child yield – the yields for new development used in the IDP appear high. The best available  

evidence suggests that it could be perhaps around 20% too high. Clearly patterns of occupation 

can change, and the final results of the 2011 Census may provide new evidence, but we suggest 

lower figures should be used as the central planning scenario, perhaps alongside the existing 

“upper range” scenario. 
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 Background demand – the neighbouring boroughs all forecast rapid growth in school rolls at 

both primary and secondary level. Recent experience in population growth and birth rates 

confirms that continued growth very likely. 

 School demand – these two factors above are likely to mean strong demand for new schools, 

but that this demand will be driven more by background demographic forces than by 

housebuilding. 

 Dwelling mix – the IDP modelling has assumed a policy compliant mix of dwellings, with 35% 

affordable housing. There is a downside risk to the forecasts as market conditions may make 

these policy aspirations unachievable. 

 Private education – at the moment 7% of the children educated in the four boroughs are in 

private schools. There is a great deal of uncertainty about whether the rate for LLDC 

developments will be higher or lower, but we suggest using the 7% assumption as the best 

available central case. 

 Net population gain – three quarters of the children forecasts for the LLDC area developments 

are from the social rented housing. Many of these will be from elsewhere in the four boroughs 

and already in local schools, reducing the impact on demand for new schools. The extent of this 

effect is very uncertain, and it may be felt over a wide area (potentially reducing demand for 

secondary schools elsewhere in the four boroughs), but could be quite significant. 

4.6 On-going monitoring is required to ensure that the planned provision of school places can be 

flexibly planned to respond to changes over the plan period. Provision will need to be able to 

respond to changes in the level and characterises of development coming forward with respect to 

proposals for new free schools and competing demand arising within the wider area of each of the 

four boroughs.  

4.7 Therefore it is recommending that school place planning remains a live process over the plan 

period. The LLDC will need to work in partnership with the four boroughs with support from the 

GLA to ensure the needs of the future residents are effectively met. Basic Needs funding from DfE is 

allocated to the boroughs on the basis of roll forecasts that may include some housebuilding 

assumptions for the LLDC area, and this needs to be untangled so that borough and LLDC forecasts 

do not double-count housing and population growth. 

4.8 Options that can be explored for delivering any additional school capacity that may be required 

include: 
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 Other sites that might be used for schools, including “swing sites” that could go to other uses if 

not required for education. 

 Expansion of existing schools in the LLDC area – which may be physically deliverable but would 

require consultation and negotiation with the boroughs, schools and governors. 

 Higher density school provision – the LCS consent allows for two primary schools of three form 

entry each. In many parts of London schools are being expanded to four forms of entry, or even 

more, and if necessary it may be possible to provide more capacity on these sites than is 

currently envisaged. 

 A shift between secondary and primary school provision – if the growth of secondary Free 

Schools reduces the need for other provision in future this may allow the allocated secondary 

school site to be switched to primary provision. 

 Alternative physical provision – new regulations allow free schools to be set up in a much wider 

variety of buildings, including offices, allowing flexibility. 

4.9 Providing additional capacity is not straightforward, and will need careful planning, but these 

options can provide reasonable assurance that if demand rises sufficiently as the LLDC area is 

developed, school provision can be expanded to meet need. 
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Appendix 1 

 



Table A1: Existing Established Schools

MapRef School Name Age Postcode LA Name Type Gender PAN Primary RollSecondary Roll6th Form RollNet Capacity

1 St Joseph's Catholic Infant Infant E10 7BL LBWF Roman Catholic mixed 60 179 189

2 St James' CofE Junior Junior E7 9DA LBN Church of Englandmixed 90 306 360

3 St Joseph's Catholic Junior Junior E10 5DX LBWF Roman Catholic mixed 60 237 240

4 Gatehouse Primary Independent PrimaryE2 9JG LBTH Independent Schoolmixed ? 333 304

5 Berger Primary Primary E9 6HB LBH Community Schoolmixed 60 418 420

6 Daubeney Primary Primary E5 0EG LBH Community Schoolmixed 90 522 600

7 Gainsborough Primary Primary E9 5ND LBH Community Schoolmixed 90 411 527

8 Lauriston Primary Primary E9 7JS LBH Community Schoolmixed 60 301 420

9 Morningside Primary Primary E9 6LL LBH Community Schoolmixed 60 405 420

10 Orchard Primary Primary E9 7BB LBH Community Schoolmixed 60 398 420

11 Kingsmead Primary Primary E9 5PP LBH Community Schoolmixed 30 209 208

12 Mandeville Primary Primary E5 0BT LBH Community Schoolmixed 60 307 408

13 Rushmore Primary Primary E5 0LE LBH Community Schoolmixed 60 412 420

14 St John of Jerusalem Primary Primary E9 7JF LBH Church of Englandmixed 30 199 210

15 St John and St James Primary Primary E9 6DX LBH Church of Englandmixed 30 207 210

16 St. Dominic's Primary Primary E9 5SR LBH Roman Catholic mixed 60 409 397

17 Carpenters Primary Primary E15 2JQ LBN Community Schoolmixed 90 411 420

18 Curwen Primary Primary E13 0AG LBN Community Schoolmixed 120 508 630

19 Earlham Primary Primary E7 9AW LBN Community Schoolmixed 60 305 315

20 Gainsborough Primary Primary E15 3AF LBN Community Schoolmixed 90 344 347

21 Grange Primary Primary E13 0HE LBN Community Schoolmixed 30 207 210

22 Manor Primary Primary E15 3BA LBN Community Schoolmixed 60 346 390

23 Maryland Primary Primary E15 1SL LBN Community Schoolmixed 60 397 420

24 Ranelagh Primary Primary E15 3DN LBN Community Schoolmixed 60 443 432

25 Odessa Infant Primary E7 9BY LBN Community Schoolmixed 90 292 270

26 Park Primary Primary E15 4AE LBN Community Schoolmixed 75 497 525

27 Star Primary Primary E16 4NH LBN Community Schoolmixed 90 549 578

28 Colegrave Primary Primary E15 1JY LBN Community Schoolmixed 120 541 557

29 Selwyn Primary Primary E13 0LX LBN Community Schoolmixed 60 415 420

30 Portway Primary Primary E13 0JW LBN Community Schoolmixed 120 597 630

31 St Francis' Catholic Primary Primary E15 1HB LBN Roman Catholic mixed 60 414 420

32 St Helen's RC Primary Primary E13 8DW LBN Roman Catholic mixed 60 426 420

33 West Ham Church Primary Primary E15 3QG LBN Church of Englandmixed 45 290 315

34 Old Palace Primary Primary E3 3BT LBTH Community Schoolmixed 60 418 409

35 Chisenhale Primary Primary E3 5QY LBTH Community Schoolmixed 45 307 300

36 Culloden Primary Primary E14 0PT LBTH Community Schoolmixed 90 412 630

37 The Clara Grant Primary Primary E3 4BU LBTH Community Schoolmixed 60 414 420

38 Marner Primary Primary E3 3LL LBTH Community Schoolmixed 90 479 630

39 Mayflower Primary Primary E14 6DU LBTH Community Schoolmixed 45 323 309

40 Olga Primary Primary E3 5DN LBTH Community Schoolmixed 30 207 210

41 Manorfield Primary Primary E14 6QD LBTH Community Schoolmixed 90 553 480

42 Stebon Primary Primary E14 7AD LBTH Community Schoolmixed 60 413 420

43 Wellington Primary Primary E3 4NE LBTH Community Schoolmixed 60 324 420

44 Woolmore Primary Primary E14 0EW LBTH Community Schoolmixed 30 210 204

45 Bygrove Primary Primary E14 6DN LBTH Community Schoolmixed 30 209 200

46 Old Ford Primary Primary E3 5LD LBTH Community Schoolmixed 90 622 618

47 Lansbury Lawrence Primary Primary E14 6DZ LBTH Community Schoolmixed 60 411 429

48 Malmesbury Primary Primary E3 2AB LBTH Community Schoolmixed 75 522 525

49 Guardian Angels Roman Catholic Primary Primary E3 4RB LBTH Roman Catholic mixed 30 203 205

50 St Agnes RC Primary Primary E3 3ER LBTH Roman Catholic mixed 30 200 210

51 St Paul with St Luke CofE Primary Primary E3 4LA LBTH Church of Englandmixed 30 231 243

52 St Saviour's Church of England Primary Primary E14 6BB LBTH Church of Englandmixed 30 206 199

53 Downsell Primary Primary E15 2BS LBWF Community Schoolmixed 90 607 630

54 Newport Primary E10 6PJ LBWF Community Schoolmixed 120 632 840

55 Riverley Primary Primary E10 7BZ LBWF Community Schoolmixed 60 443 420

56 Dawlish Primary Primary E10 6NN LBWF Community Schoolmixed 30 235 210

57 Jenny Hammond Primary Primary E11 3JN LBWF Community Schoolmixed 30 260 210

58 Willow Brook Primary Primary E10 7BH LBWF Community Schoolmixed 90 521 630

59 Mayville Primary Primary E11 4PZ LBWF Community Schoolmixed 120 431 465

60 George Mitchell School All through E10 5DN LBWF All-Through Mixed 120 264 581 1065

61 Buxton All through E11 3NN LBWF All-Through Mixed 180 663 651 1506

62 The City Academy Secondary E9 6EA LBH Academy Sponsor LedMixed 180 553 1170

63 The Urswick Secondary E9 6NR LBH Church of EnglandMixed 150 712 1050

64 Stratford Secondary E7 9PR LBN Academy ConvertersMixed 180 904 920

65 Forest Gate Secondary E7 9BB LBN Community SchoolMixed 210 1038 1050

66 Rokeby Secondary E16 4DD LBN Community SchoolBoys 180 822 1002

67 Eastlea Secondary E16 4ND LBN Community SchoolMixed 240 925 1200

68 Sarah Bonnell Secondary E15 4LP LBN Community SchoolGirls 240 1186 1200

69 Bow School of Maths & ComputingSecondary E3 2QD LBTH Community SchoolBoys 125 559 697

70 Langdon Park Secondary E14 0RZ LBTH Community SchoolMixed 180 884 950

71 Connaught School for Girls Secondary E11 4AB LBWF Community SchoolGirls 120 594 600

72 Norlington School for Boys Secondary E10 6JZ LBWF Community SchoolBoys 120 480 724



73 Lammas School & Sports CollegeSecondary E10 7LX LBWF Community SchoolMixed 180 741 900

74 Clapton Girls' Academy Secondary with 6th formE5 0RB LBH Academy ConvertersGirls 180 883 140 1026

75 Cardinal Pole Secondary with 6th formE9 5RB LBH Roman Catholic Mixed 180 881 125 1033

76 St Bonaventure's Secondary with 6th formE7 9QD LBN Roman Catholic Boys 186 941 376 990

77 St Paul's Way Trust School Secondary with 6th formE3 4TF LBTH Foundation SchoolMixed 240 797 55 1200

78 Central Foundation Girls' SchoolSecondary with 6th formE3 2AT LBTH Voluntary Aided SchoolGirls 240 1157 251 1406

79 LBN College of FE 6th form E15 4HT LBN Sixth Form Collegemixed ? ? ? ?



Table A2: New and Proposed Schools
Map 

Ref.

School Name Age How likley 

to open?

LA Location PAN 6th form Type Characteristics/

specialism 

Gender Opening Funding Trust/Management 

A Chobham Academy All-Though All through LBN Built P-90; S-180; 

6th Form-210

 Academy N/A Mixed 2013  Harris Federation/ Lend Lease

B School 21 All through LBN On old school site, to be rebuilt 75  Free School N/A Mixed 2012  N/A

C CET Free School Primary LBTH Temporary at the Kirtland Centre, permant 

building 11 Solebay St 

60  Free School N/A Mixed 2012  Constable Educational Trust

D East London Science School Secondary LBN The Clock Mill, Three Mill Lane, London E3 3DU 120 

(6th- 200)

 Free School Science Mixed 2013  East London Science School Trust

E London Academy of Excellence 6th form LBN London Academy of Excellence, Broadway 

House, 322 High Street, Stratford, E15 1AJ

220  Academy N/A Mixed 2010  LEA Partnership

F Hackney New school Secondary LBH Downham Road, Hackney N1 5AA, then will 

move to the adjoining Kingsland Road Site 

from 2014

100  Free School N/A Mixed 2013 

Tower Science Academy Primary LBTH No (E1) 30  Free school Science and 

Muslim ethos

Mixed applied for 2014 but 

not approved in May 

2013 tranche 

No Independent

East London Academy of Music 6th form LBTH No 72  Free school Music Mixed 2014 Not publically 

confirmed

Independent

Ideas College Upper School E.LDN No 48  Free school Creative 

Industries

Mixed applied for 2014 but 

not approved in May 

2013 tranche 

No The Ideas Foundation

The Olive School Hackney Primary LBH No (N16/E5) 90  Free School Muslim ethos Mixed 2013 Not publically 

confirmed

Tauheedul Trust

East London Free school All through LBN Wants to be part of the LLCD area ?  Free School Sports 2014+ Not publically 

confirmed

David Ross Foundation 

Oasis Academy Silvertown Secondary LBN Stated that it has a site but cannot yet make 

this public. Links with Britannia Primary School 

would indicate that school would be near here

120  Free School N/A Mixed 2014 Not publically 

confirmed

Oasis Community Learning Trust 

Canary Wharf College 2 Primary LBTH Isle of Dogs, but no site found yet 40  Free School Christian Mixed 2014 Not publically 

confirmed

Canary Wharf College 

London Enterprise Academy Secondary LBTH No ? ? Free School Business and 

Enterprise 

Mixed 2014 Not publically 

confirmed

Independent 

DV8 Academy 6th form LBWF No 100  Free School Creative artts, 

Music and 

Digital Media

Mixed 2014+ Not publically 

confirmed

DV8 Training 

Oasis Community School Walthamstow Secondary LBWF No 180  Free School N/A mixed 2014+ Not publically 

confirmed

Oasis Community Learning Trust 

Waltham Forest Leadership Academy for Girls Secondary LBWF No ?  Free School Muslim Ethos Girls 2014+ Not publically 

confirmed

Tauheedul Trust

Walthamstow Primary Academy Primary LBWF No ?  Free School Christian Ethos Mixed 2014 Not publically 

confirmed

United Learning Trust

Q London Design and Engineering UTC UTC LBN Abbey Mills N/A  UTC Engineering 

and Design 

Mixed 2013 ? Thames Water, UEL, Alpha Building 

Services Engineering, Canary Wharf 

Contractors, Tribune Business 

Systems, LLDC, Diocese of Chelmsford, 

LBN 

H LLDC Planned School (East Wick Primary School) Primary LBH Planned with 90 2016 Targetted basic needs programme 

funding secured

Open Schools and Schools with Sites 

Free Schools and Schools without Sites - with some doubt about opening

LLDC Schools



I LLDC Planned School Primary LBTH 90

P LLDC Planned School Secondary LBN 180

G Bow Lock School Site Primary LBTH Allocated tbc

J Leven Road Gas Works Allocated Site Primary LBTH Allocated tbc

K Ailsa Street Allocated Site Primary LBTH Allocated tbc

L Bow Common Gas Works Allocated Site Primary LBTH Allocated tbc

M English Street (Profesional Development Site) Proposed School Site Primary LBTH Allocated tbc

N Bromley by Bow NE Quadrant Allocated Site Primary LBTH Allocated tbc

O Fish Island Allocated Site Primary LBTH Allocated 90

Allocated School Sites


